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The Riemann hypothesis, one of the most important open problems in pure mathematics, implies the most
profound secret of prime numbers. One of the most interesting approaches to solving this hypothesis is to connect
the problem with the spectrum of the physical Hamiltonian of a quantum system. However, none of the proposed
quantum Hamiltonians has been experimentally feasible. Here we report an experiment using a Floquet method
to identify the first nontrivial zero of the Riemann ζ function and the first two zeros of Pólya’s function. Through
properly designed periodically driving functions, the zeros of these functions are characterized by the occurrence
of crossings of quasienergies when the dynamics of the system is frozen. The experimentally obtained zeros are
in good agreement with their exact values. Our study provides the experimental realization of the Riemann
zeros in a quantum system, which may provide insights into the connection between the Riemann function and
quantum physics.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.101.043402
I. INTRODUCTION
The Riemann zeta function is the analytical extension of
the Dirichlet series, defined for s > 1,
ζ (s) :=
∞∑
n=1
1
ns
, (1)
to the complex plane. The Riemann hypothesis (RH) [1]
states that all nontrivial zeros of the Riemann ζ function
lie on the critical line Re[s] = 12 , i.e., all nontrivial zeros
have the form s = 12 + iE , where E are real numbers. The
RH is one of the most important unsolved problems in the
field of pure mathematics because it is closely connected to
many fundamental mathematical problems [2,3] such as the
distribution of prime numbers [4].
At a numerical level, more than 1013 zeros of the Riemann
ζ function have been identified using a classical computer [5].
However, a complete proof of the RH still needs to explored.
At an experimental level, an electromechanical analog device
[6] has been used to investigate the Riemann ζ function
in the critical strip. Several other physical implementations
have been proposed in both classical systems, such as by
the angular nodes separating the side lobes of a far-field
diffraction pattern, e.g., in optics or acoustics [7,8], and
quantum systems, such as by two entangled quantum systems
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[9]. Among these approaches, the Pólya-Hilbert conjecture
(PHC), which suggests that the imaginary part E in the
Riemann zeros corresponds to the eigenvalues of a quantum-
mechanical Hamiltonian, is a fascinating one. In this case all
the Riemann zeros will be of the form 12 + iE with E real,
which is the statement of the RH. This conjecture was first
proposed by Pólya and Hilbert based on the fact that all eigen-
values of a physical Hamiltonian are real [10,11]. The PHC
is also known as the spectral approach to the RH. Because
of the unexpected association between the RH and quan-
tum physics, and particularly the supporting evidence from
random matrix theory [12–14] and quantum chaos [15,16],
several researchers have attempted to construct a suitable
quantum Hamiltonian [17–22]. The xp model is a well-known
example [17,23,24], however no such Hamiltonian has been
implemented in a real quantum system; for example, more
recently an operator related to the xp Hamiltonian whose
eigenvalues correspond exactly to the Riemann zeros has been
found [25], but unfortunately it is not Hermitian and therefore
it is not a proper Hamiltonian.
Recently, a very different approach along these lines was
proposed in Ref. [26]. In fact, a correspondence was estab-
lished between the nontrivial zeros of the Riemann  function
and the degeneracy of the quasienergies in a periodically
driven qubit (rather than the eigenvalues of a static quantum
Hamiltonian). This approach extends the PHC to a driven
system and sheds light upon the association between the
RH and quantum physics. In particular, the periodic-driving
approach is experimentally achievable, although it requires
demanding experimental conditions such as a long coher-
ence time, low operational error, and low state-preparation
and measurement (SPAM) error. In this study we report an
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experiment to precisely identify the first nontrivial zero of the
Riemann ζ function and the first two zeros of Pólya’s function
utilizing this Floquet approach.
II. DYNAMICS OF A FLOQUET SYSTEM
Because of their rich dynamics and flexibility, periodically
driven systems have been extensively used to explore different
phenomena such as topological insulators [27,28], nonequi-
librium dynamics [29], and time crystals [30,31]. Generally,
when a system is driven by the periodic Hamiltonian H (t ) =
H (t + T ) (where T is the period), its dynamics can be effec-
tively described by the Floquet formalism [32–34], i.e., the
Floquet equation(
H (t ) − ih¯ ∂
∂t
)
|ψ j (t )〉 =  j |ψ j (t )〉, (2)
where the state |ψ j (t )〉 is a Floquet state satisfying the pe-
riodic condition |ψ j (t )〉 = |ψ j (t + T )〉 and  j is the quasi-
energy corresponding to the Floquet state |ψ j (t )〉. The Floquet
state and the quasienergy are analogs of the eigenstate and
the eigenvalue in the time-independent case. The state of the
driven system is the superposition of the Floquet states, i.e.,
|(t )〉 =
∑
aj exp(−i jt )|ψ j (t )〉, (3)
where a j is the time-independent coefficient determined by
the initial state (0). The Floquet states reflect the short-time
response of the system to the driving field within one period,
whereas the quasienergies determine the long-term dynamics
[34,35].
We consider the periodic-driving Hamiltonian of a qubit
system as
HE (t ) = h¯[−Jσx + J fE (t )/2σz], (4)
where fE (t ) is the periodic driving field (with period T ), i.e.,
fE (t ) = fE (t + T ), E is the driving parameter, and J is the
tunneling frequency. Generally, it is difficult to exactly solve
the Floquet equation (2); however, in the strong-driving limit,
where the frequency ω = 2π/T dominates J , e.g., ω  J ,
Eq. (2) can be solved by treating the time-independent part of
the Hamiltonian (−Jσx) as a perturbation [36,37]. Based on
the first-order expansion of J , the quasienergies of the driving
qubit are given by ± = ±h¯|Jeff |, where
Jeff = JT
∫ T
0
dt e−iFE (t ) (5)
is the effective tunneling between the two Floquet states and
FE (t ) =
∫ t
0
dt1 fE (t1). (6)
Therefore, we engineer effective tunneling via periodic
driving.
III. PERIODIC-DRIVING FUNCTION FOR THE RIEMANN
 FUNCTION AND PÓLYA’S FUNCTION
As shown in Sec. VI, if the driving field fE (t ) in Eq. (4) is
carefully designed, the effective tunneling Re[Jeff (E )] can be
proportional to the Riemann  function, i.e., Re[Jeff (E )] ∝
(E ). The Riemann  function, whose zeros coincide with
(b)
(a)
FIG. 1. (a) Driving functions fE (t ) for the Riemann  function
(blue solid line) and Pólya’s function (orange dashed line) for E = 4.
Four copies (separated by green dash-dotted lines) of the truncated
RE (t ) [Eq. (15)] and PE (t ) functions [Eq. (18)] in the interval 0 
t < π/2 are joined together to obtain the continuous periodic-driving
function fE (t ) with a vanishing time average. The driving period
is T . (b) Pulse shape with different . The period T is fixed at a
constant value 2π . The driving pulse becomes narrower and higher
as  increases. Note that a large  would ensure that the system is
well within the high-frequency regime. In our experiment,  is set
to 8.
the nontrivial zeros of the Riemann ζ (s) function, is (E ) =
1
2 s(s − 1)( s2 )π−s/2ζ (s), where s = 12 + iE . Consequently,
when E is the zero of (E ), Jeff (E ) will vanish, indicating
that the dynamics of the system is frozen. This phenomenon is
the so-called coherent destruction of tunneling (CDT) [34,38].
Therefore, the zeros of the Riemann  function which co-
incide with the nontrivial zeros of ζ (s) can be obtained by
detecting the degeneracy of the quasienergies as the parameter
E varies.
For Riemann function, the driving function is defined as
RE (t ) = −
′(t ) cos(Et/2) − (E/2)(t ) sin(Et/2)√
2(0) − [(t ) cos(Et/2)]2 , (7)
where (t ) = 2πe5t/4∑∞n=1(2πet n2 − 3)n2e−πn2et [for de-
tails, see Eq. (15) in Sec. VI]. To achieve the desired effective
tunneling, the driving function in one period is formed by four
segments: The first segment (0  t  π/2) can be described
as fE (t ) = RE (π/2 − t ); the second segment (π/2  t  π )
is obtained by reflection transformation of the first segment
along t = π/2, i.e., fE (t ) = fE (π − t ); and the third and
fourth segments (π  t  2π ) can be constructed as fE (t ) =
− fE (2π − t ). The driving function in the whole period is
shown in Fig. 1(a). Note that this function is continuous,
has a time average of zero, and satisfies the required parity
condition (details in Sec. VI).
Similarly, Pólya’s function ∗(E ), which can be viewed as
a smoothed version of the Riemann (E ) function, also has
an engineered driving function PE (t ) [the form of the function
is shown in Fig. 1(a) and Eq. (18) in Sec. VI]. By detecting
the degeneracy of quasienergies by scanning the parameter E
in the driving field, its zeros can be obtained as well.
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To ensure the validity of the previous statement, two
contradictory conditions need to be guaranteed: (a) the high-
frequency condition in Eq. (4) (ω = 2π/T  J), which vali-
dates the perturbation expansion in the Floquet formalism, and
(b) the large-T condition, which guarantees that the effective
tunneling converges well to the desired function whose zeros
are going to be located. Actually, since the driving functions
RE (t ) and PE (t ) decay rapidly to zero, truncating the functions
at T0 = π/2 is enough to ensure the convergence requirement.
To further satisfy the high-frequency condition, the period
of the driving function is fixed to 2π and the driving field
fE (t ) is rescaled as  f (t ), where  > 1. The rescaled
driving field is shown in Fig. 1(b). As  increases, the driving
pulses get narrower and higher and the quasienergy spectrum
of the system approaches the high-frequency limit. In the
experiment, we set  = 8.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
To demonstrate the previous theories, the ion-trap simula-
tor is an ideal setup. The interacting Hamiltonian of the ion
and driving microwave field natively has the form of Eq. (4).
Ion traps feature long coherence times and high fidelity of
both operation and detection, which are critical to observe
the CDT because dozens of driving cycles are necessary. A
system with a short coherence time will degrade the achiev-
able precision of the measured zeros. In the experiment, the
qubit to be driven is encoded in the 12.6-GHz hyperfine clock
transition |0〉 ≡ 2S1/2|F = 0, mF = 0〉 and |1〉 ≡ 2S1/2|F =
1, mF = 0〉 in a single 171Yb+ ion confined in an rf trap
[39]. This transition is first-order magnetic-field insensitive
and a long coherence time of 10 min has been observed using
sympathetic cooling and dynamical decoupling [40].
After 1 ms of Doppler cooling, the qubit is initialized to the
ground state |0〉 with a probability of 99.9%. Then a modu-
lated microwave-driving pulse B(t ′) = B0 cos[ω01t ′ + Jφ(t =
Jt ′)] is generated using a programmable arbitrary waveform
generator, where ω01 is the qubit transition frequency and
t ′ = t/J is the real time in units of s and φ(t ) = F (t )/2.
Moving to the rotating frame of the microwave using the
unitary transformation e−i[ω01t ′+Jφ(Jt ′ )/2]σz and applying the
rotating-wave approximation, we obtain the microwave and
the atom interaction Hamiltonian (4) [41]. Note that the
tunneling frequency J is set to (2π )4 kHz, which corresponds
to a Rabi time of 250 μs. Moreover, the scale parameter 
is set to 8 and the qubit is then driven for time t ′ = mT ′,
where m is an integer and T is the fundamental driving
period T ′ = 2π/J . Subsequently, a resonant π2 microwave
pulse is applied to transfer the targeted measurement basis to
|+〉 = 1√2 (|0〉 + |1〉). Finally, a 400-μs pulse of a 369.5-nm
laser is immediately used for fluorescence detection. When
more than one photon is detected, the measurement result is
denoted by 1; otherwise, it is denoted by 0. Many repetitions
are performed to obtain the probability. Here we use the
probability P|+〉 projected onto the basis |+〉 = 1√2 (|0〉 + |1〉)
as the primary indicator of CDT (the details of the selection
of the projection basis can be found in Sec. VI). Once we
determine that P|+〉 is almost constant at some E , P|0〉 and P|i〉
are further measured to confirm the occurrence of CDT, where
|i〉 = 1√2 (|0〉 + i|1〉).
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. Riemann (E ) function
To detect the CDT, we scan the driving parameter E and
measure P|+〉(T ′m, E ), which denotes the probability projected
on the basis |+〉 at an integer time interval T ′m. To quantita-
tively measure the deviation between the measured evolution
and the CDT, we define the sum of the values of the residu-
als (SOR) as S(T ′m, E ) =
∑
m P|+〉(T ′m, E ) − PCDT(T ′m), where
PCDT(T ′m) is the probability when CDT occurs. Here PCDT(T ′m)
is determined by the prepared state and the measurement
basis, e.g., in our current experiment, PCDT(T ′m) = 0.5. The
CDT occurs at a certain E where the measured probabilities
P|+〉(T ′m, E ) are constant for all T ′m. Therefore, S(T ′m, E ) = 0
is the evidence of the CDT in our experiment. That is to
say, S(T ′m, E ) has the same zeros E with the Riemann (E )
function. A root-finding method such as the bisection method
can be used. In the experiment, however, we scan the driving
parameter E linearly in order to demonstrate the overall
characteristic of our method. Once we find the interval of E in
which the SOR changes sign, we decrease the scanning steps
to find a smaller interval.
We first detect the zeros of the Riemann (E ) function.
One period of the fundamental driving function fE (t ) is
depicted in Fig. 1. To identify the E corresponding to the
CDT, E is first scanned between 10 and 18 with a step size
E = 1. As can be seen in Fig. 2(a), when E approaches
14, the probability P|+〉 on the basis |+〉 is stable and barely
changes from 0.5. Note that S(E = 14) = −0.036 ± 0.014
and S(E = 15) = 0.074 ± 0.014 have opposite signs, which
suggests that there is at least one zero between E = 14 and
15, e.g., the first approximation of the Riemann zero E0 is the
midpoint 14.5 with a maximum possible error of 0.5, which is
half the interval length.
To determine a better value of E at which the CDT may
appear, we utilize a smaller E and scan E from 13.5 to 14.5.
The experimental results are depicted in Figs. 2(c) and 2(d).
Because S(E = 14.2) = −0.012 ± 0.009 is always negative
and S(E = 14.4) = 0.009 ± 0.009 is positive, we infer that
the second approximation of the Riemann zero is E = 14.3 ±
0.1. This is close to the exact first zero of the Riemann ζ
function ζ ( 12 + iE ), i.e., E = 14.1347. As shown below, when
 is higher, the result will be more precise.
The experiment is repeated 40 000 times in Fig. 2(a) and
160 000 times in Fig. 2(c). The error bars in Figs. 2(a) and
2(c) indicate the statistical error within one standard deviation.
The error bars of the SORs in Figs. 2(b) and 2(d) are the sums
of the statistical errors of the corresponding m data points
p0(m, E ) in Figs. 2(a) and 2(c), respectively.
B. Pólya’s function∗(E )
We now focus on identifying zeros of Pólya’s function.
Similar to the Riemann  function situation, we first scan
the parameter E with a step size E = 1. The experi-
mental results are shown in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b). Because
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
FIG. 2. Dynamics of the probability P|+〉(E , t ′ = mT ′) with driving parameter E near the first zero of the Riemann (E ) function. (a) In our
experiment, the driving comprises up to 20 identical periods of fE (t ). With different driving functions (characterized with different parameters
E ), the probability P|+〉 at time mT (T = 2π is the period) behaves differently. Under the tailored driving function fE (t ), Re[Jeff (E )] is
proportional to (E ). Once the dynamics is frozen, i.e., CDT occurs, the associated E corresponds to the zero of (E ). It is clear from (a) that
the evolution is nearly frozen (flat) when E approaches 14 (CDT). (b) The sums of the values of the residuals (blue horizontal dashed line)
S(E = 14) = −0.036 ± 0.014 and S(E = 15) = 0.074 ± 0.014 have opposite signs, which suggests that there is at least one zero between
E = 14 and 15. The green solid curve shows the theoretical values of the SOR. (c) For better precision, we obtain measurements from
E = 13.5 to E = 14.5 with a smaller step E and drive the system up to 30 periods. Each measurement is repeated 160 000 times. The inset in
(c) depicts the measured probabilities P|0〉(E , t ′ = mT ′) and P|i〉(E , t ′ = mT ′), where |i〉 = (|0〉 + i|1〉) with E = 14.0. The SOR in (d) shows
that S(E = 14.2) = −0.012 ± 0.009 and S(E = 14.4) = 0.009 ± 0.009 have opposite signs. Therefore, the CDT happens between E = 14.2
and E = 14.4 and one Riemann zero is measured to be 14.3 ± 0.1 [the exact first zero of (E ) is 14.1347, indicated by the red vertical dashed
line].
S(E=9)= − 0.062 ± 0.014 and S(E=10)=1.162 ± 0.013
have opposite signs, the first zero of S(E ) is approximated
to be E = 9.5 ± 0.5. To obtain a more precise value of
E , we scan E from 8.5 to 9.5 with a step size of E =
0.1; the results are shown in Figs. 3(c) and 3(d). Because
S(E = 9.0) = −0.081 ± 0.014 and S(E = 9.1) = 0.061 ±
0.014 have opposite signs, the zero of S(E ) and ∗(E ) is
measured to be 9.05 ± 0.05, which is close to the exact first
zero of Pólya’s function ∗(E ), i.e., E = 8.993. Furthermore,
we measured the second zero of Pólya’s function, which is
19.5 ± 0.5, as shown in Fig. 4. For each point, the experiment
was repeated 40 000 times.
The experimental result and the theoretical prediction in
Fig. 3(d) are slightly larger than the exact zero 8.993 be-
cause the scale factor  is not large enough to satisfy the
high-frequency limit. To demonstrate that the zeros can be
better approached with a higher value of , the behaviors of
P0(t ′ = 20T ′, E ) at E = 8.9, 9.0, and 9.1 with varying  are
shown in Fig. 5. The smaller  ( < 6) introduces a larger
deviation from the actual zero of Pólya’s function ∗(E ), e.g.,
when   6, CDT occurs with the driving parameter E >
9.1. Moreover, CDT appears in 9.0 < E < 9.1 when   8
and approaches the exact value 8.993 as  further increases.
Therefore, a higher  is favorable because it helps to obtain
(a) (b) (c) (d)
FIG. 3. Dynamics of the probability P|+〉(E , t ′ = mT ′) with driving parameter E near the first zero of Pólya’s function ∗(E ). (a) The
coarse scan of E from 6 to 12 explicitly indicates that the evolution is frozen around E = 9. (b) The measured (shapes) and theoretical (green
solid line) values of the SOR. When E = 9, the SOR is nearly zero (blue horizontal dashed line). A fine scan around E = 9.0 with a step of
0.1 is depicted in (c). The inset in (c) depicts the measured probabilities P|0〉(E , t ′ = mT ′) and P|i〉(E , t ′ = mT ′) with E = 9.0. (d) Because
S(E = 9.0) = −0.081 ± 0.014 and S(E = 9.1) = 0.061 ± 0.014 have opposite signs, the zero of S(E ) and the Pólya’s function is measured
to be 9.05 ± 0.05. The difference from the exact zero of 8.993 (the red vertical dashed line) is because of the limited .
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(a) (b)
FIG. 4. Dynamics of the probability P|+〉(E , t ′ = mT ′) with a
driving function near the second zero of Pólya’s function ∗(E ).
(a) When E increases from 15 to 22, the second CDT and therefore
the second zero point of ∗(E ) appears between E = 19 and E =
20. The inset in (a) depicts the measured probabilities P|0〉(E , t ′ =
mT ′) and P|i〉(E , t ′ = mT ′), where |i〉 = (|0〉 + i|1〉) when E = 19.0.
(b) From the SOR values for each E , we can infer that the second zero
of Pólya’s function is measured to be E = 19.5 ± 0.5, which agrees
well with the exact zero, i.e., 18.996.
zeros closer to the exact Riemann zeros. However, from an
experimental point of view, a larger  results in smaller
quasienergies and needs more driving periods to separate
different evolution curves with different E . This is limited by
the coherence time and the stability of the system. Therefore,
under the tradeoff, we select  = 8 in the experiment.
VI. METHODS
A. Driving function
We briefly introduce how driving functions can be obtained
[26]. On one hand, the effective Hamiltonian of the driving
FIG. 5. Dynamics of the probability P|+〉 versus the scale factor 
near the first zero of Pólya’s function. The larger value of  indicates
a better high-frequency approximation and a higher precision of
the zeros. The system undergoes CDT with the driving parameter
E > 9.1 when  = 6; however, when the parameter  increases
to 8, CDT occurs with the parameter 9.0 < E < 9.1. If  further
increases to 12, CDT appears with the parameter E approaching 9.0,
which is closer to the exact result of E = 8.993. Thus, if  keeps
increasing, the CDT will theoretically approach the exact zero of the
∗(E ) function. Moreover, the results show that the limited  is the
dominant reason for the deviation in zeros from exact values.
system with the Hamiltonian (4) under the first-order pertur-
bation is
Heff = Jeffσx. (8)
The quasienergies of the driving qubit are given by ± =
±|Jeff |, where Jeff is determined by Eq. (5). The real part of
Jeff (E ) is
Re[Jeff (E )] =
∫ T
0
dt cos FE (t ). (9)
On the other hand, the Riemann (E ) function can be written
as [10]
(E ) =
∫ ∞
0
dt (t ) cos(Et/2), (10)
where (t ) = 2πe5t/4∑∞n=1(2πet n2 − 3)n2e−πn2et (in this
work, we used the first 100 terms). The aim is to find an FE (t )
such that the real part of Jeff (E ) is proportional to the Riemann
(E ) function, i.e.,
α
∫ ∞
0
dt (t ) cos(Et/2) =
∫ T
0
dt cos FE (t ), (11)
where α is the constant of proportionality between Jeff (E ) and
the ζ function. For T sufficiently large, we can replace the
upper limit of integration on the left to obtain
α
∫ T
0
dt (t ) cos(Et/2) =
∫ T
0
dt cos FE (t ). (12)
Note that this relation must hold for all sufficiently large
values of T (not just one particular value of T ). As a con-
sequence, we can deduce that
FE (t ) = cos−1[α(t ) cos(Et/2)]. (13)
Boundary conditions require F (t = 0) = 0, and thus
α(0) = 1 and α = 1/(0). This allows us to write F (t ) as
FE (t ) = cos−1[(t )/(0) cos(Et/2)]. (14)
Having obtained this result, we can now choose a specific
value for T . Because (t ) decays rapidly, the integration on
the right-hand side can be cut at T = π/2. Thus we choose
T = π/2. By this choice of FE (t ) the real part of Jeff (E )
becomes proportional to (E ). If E is the zero of the Riemann
ζ function, it will be also the zero of the Riemann (E )
function and the Jeff (E ) will vanish.
From Eqs. (6) and (14) the driving function for the
Riemann (E ) function can be directly obtained as
RE (t ) = −
′(t ) cos(Et/2) − (E/2)(t ) sin(Et/2)√
2(0) − [(t ) cos(Et/2)]2 , (15)
where t = Jt ′ ∈ [0, π/2] represents a dimensionless parame-
ter [26].
The same method can be used on Pólya’s function,
∗(E ) = 4π2[Ka+iE/2(x) + Ka−iE/2(x)], (16)
where x = 2π , a = 9/4, and Kβ (t ) is the modified K Bessel
function, Kβ (x) =
∫∞
0 dt cosh(βt )e−x cosh t . Thus
∗(E ) =
∫ ∞
0
dt α cosh(at )e−2π cosh t cos(Et/2). (17)
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Replacing the upper limit with π/2 will only lead to a negli-
gible relative error on the order of 10−7. From Re[Jeff (E )] ∝
∗(E ) the driving function can be obtained as
PE (t ) = −φ(t )[a tanh at − 2π sinh t − E/2 tan(Et/2)]√
1 − φ(t )2
,
(18)
where a = 9/4 and t = Jt ′ ∈ [0, π/2].
Both RE (t ) and PE (t ) are truncated at π/2. The driving
function fE (t ) constructed by directly repeating RE (t ) or
PE (t ), m times has the following limitations: (i) It is discontin-
uous; (ii) its average over one period does not vanish, which
may heat the cold atom; (iii) the periodic driving field does
not have odd parity, which indicates that the quasienergies
may form a broad avoided crossing according to the von
Neumann–Wigner theorem [42]. To ensure that the driving
field fE (t ) satisfies the parity requirement P : x → −x and
t → t + T/2, we joined together four copies of RE (t ) or PE (t )
as shown in Fig. 1(a) with the total period T = 2π (in the
experimental setting, the period T ′ is 2π/J). Note that these
modified driving functions (introduced in the text) can over-
come all of the above problems and remain experimentally
achievable.
B. Measurement-basis selection
Generally, CDT can be detected by projecting the states
at time mT onto any basis; however, the sensitivity of the
probability against the parameter E is strongly dependent
upon the measurement basis. Here we show how to select the
measurement basis such that the CDT can be observed in a
reasonable driving time and at a higher precision.
In our experiment, the initial state in Eq. (3) is uniformly
prepared in |0〉. We now compare three often-used measure-
ment bases: (i) |0〉 (basis for σz), (ii) |+〉 (basis for σx), and
(iii) |i〉 = 1√2 (|0〉 + i|1〉) (basis for σy).
(i) If we project the system on the basis |0〉, the probability
at time t ′ = mT ′ with the parameter E will be P|0〉(E , t ′) =
1
2 + cos[2(E )t ′]/2, where (E ) is the quasienergy defined in
Eq. (2). For two close parameters E1 and E2, the difference
of their probabilities is P|0〉 = P|0〉(E1, t ′) − P|0〉(E2, t ′) =
t ′2[2(E1) − 2(E2)] + O((t ′)2k ), where O((t ′)2k ) is the
higher-order even terms.
(ii) If we project the state on the bases |+〉, the probability
is P|+〉 = 12 − sin[2(E )t ′]/2. Similarly, the difference of the
probabilities of two close parameters E1 and E2 is
P|+〉 = t ′[(E1) − (E2)] + O((t ′)2k+1), (19)
where O((t ′)2k+1) gives the higher-order odd terms.
(iii) If we project the system on the basis |i〉, the probability
P|i〉 will sinusoidally oscillate near 0.5, with the amplitude
A being much smaller than 1 (A  0.005 for the Riemann
function). The probability difference will be too small to be
measured experimentally.
The quantity t ′ is much smaller than 1 when E approaches
CDT, which indicates P|0〉,P|i〉  P|+〉. To obtain precise
values of zeros of the Riemann (E ) and Pólya functions,
we need to separate P|+〉(E1, t ′) from P|+〉(E2, t ′) as far as
possible, where E1 and E2 are close to each other. The
previous analysis shows that P|+〉 is much more sensitive to the
parameter E than P|0〉 and P|i〉. Therefore, in our experiment,
we select P|+〉 as our primary CDT indicator. Furthermore,
Eq. (19) indicates that if we want to have a larger P|+〉, a
longer driving time t ′ is expected. In the experiment, because
of the SPAM error (99.5% in our system), the best distinguish-
able P|+〉 is around 0.005. If CDT occurs at E2 and E =
0.1, (E1) − (E2) will be of the order of (5 × 10−4)/T ′,
which indicates that the driving time t should be at least 10T ′
according to Eq. (19). Moreover, the coherence time should be
longer than 2000 periods (˜500 ms in our case). However, to
identify the second zero of the Riemann function, t ′ should be
longer than 1000T ′ and the coherence time needs to be over
105T ′ (∼30 s in our case).
VII. OBSERVATION OF CDT IN A TRAPPED-ION QUBIT
Unlike the original proposal that Jeff can be directly mea-
sured by the free-expansion rate of a Gaussian wave packet of
cold atoms [26,43,44], we detect the vanishing of the effective
tunneling Jeff using the frozen dynamics in our trapped ion.
Generally, the system is in the state described by Eq. (3)
whose evolution depends only upon the quasienergies. When
CDT occurs, the vanishing quasienergies in Eq. (3) merely
contribute a global phase to the after-integer periods, i.e.,
|(t + kT )〉 = eiϕ |(t )〉, where k is an integer, T is the period
of the driving, and ϕ is the global phase, i.e., the state is
frozen at multiple periods. Therefore, when the CDT occurs,
the vanishing of the quasienergies can be directly determined
by the constant population on every measurement basis after
multiple periods. For this experiment, we first detect the |+〉
basis to identify the frozen point of E . Subsequently, we
confirm that the CDT indeed occurs by detecting the state
evolution onto bases |0〉 and |i〉.
VIII. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we have periodically driven a two-level
quantum system and identified that the special values of
a control parameter where the CDT phenomenon happens
coincides with the first nontrivial zero of the Riemann ζ
function and the first two zeros of Pólya’s function. By obser-
vation of the vanishing of the quasienergies of a periodically
driven system, the Riemann zeros can be identified to the
precision of 0.1. Although this is not a direct realization of
the original Pólya-Hilbert conjecture, it provides an indirect
observation of the Riemann zeros in a quantum system. In the
future, this method can be extended to identify more zeros
by improving the robustness and detection efficiency of the
platform. Another promising route is to use a more efficient
driving function for which the quasienergies decay slowly, for
example, the Riemann function in the form used in Refs. [6,8].
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